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Description:

Collecting together everything ever published from the original Fathom Volume 1! The rare Fathom Preview, issues #0 and #1/2, issues #1 through
#9, including the special add-in pages, plus the sold-out issues #10 and #11! Plus, re-envisioned pages and excerpts from issues #12 through #14,
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focusing on Aspen and Cannons ordeal with Vana, both original Fathom Swimsuit issues featuring pin-ups from a host of todays top artists, along
with a jam-packed Fathom cover gallery and more rare and seldom seen Fathom goodies as only Michael Turner and Aspen could deliver! If thats
not enough, also included is the complete Aspen Extended Edition which bridges the gap between Fathom Volume 1 and Volume 2, and also
features the first appearance of everyones favorite Blue warrior goddess, Kiani! This is The Definitive Fathom collection and an absolute must for
any Aspen, Fathom, Michael Turner, or comic book fan, period!

I might be the biggest Michael Turner fan on the face of the Earth. I remember the first time in my life when I knew I would become a comic fan. I
even remember the issue that did it to me. It was the Wonder Woman cover of an issue of Superman/Batman. After witnessing that, there was no
going back. I was a lifetime Turner fan. He was my favorite comic artist and nothing could ever change it. I cant tell you how many alternate
covers, sketchbooks, ect, ect Ive bought because of a Turner Cover. But I will tell you that when I met him in person a mere two months before
his tragic death from cancer which I had known was coming for years, it was one of the greatest moments of my life. Not just a super-human artist,
Turner was also a great creator of comic ideas, characters and worlds. Ive said it to many people over the years. Turner was the Walt Disney of
comics. From SoulFire to Shrugged, to Fathom, he managed to tell bright, beautiful stories in worlds of incredible beauty, taking us to worlds of
imagination we could only have dreamed of. And Fathom was his master-work, his greatest legacy. Fathom was, IS, the greatest thing Turner ever
produced.At its heart, Fathom is a story that combines the real world, sci-fi, and fantasy ideas in a breath-taking alternate reality where mer-
people live in the depths of the ocean and a war is brewing between them and humanity. The main character is your typical mythical heroine in of
that she sees nothing special about herself, but is the destined savor of both worlds as the last of the rulers of the ancient race of the Blue.The first
story arc is the best as it not only features Michael Turners then-rough-and-developing talent as an artist, but also the raw potential of his ideas as
they take shape. And as we read and absorb the story it gets better and better as it progresses, taking us through world-conflict, experimental
aircraft, fantasy vehicles and technology, to a climax to prevent world apocalypse.From the leathery-rough Admiral Maylander to the steely-eyed
evil of Killian, from the devil-may-care attitude of Chance to the cool-as-ice and suave-as-James Bond of Cannon Hawke (my favorite male
comic character of all time), the characters manage to be archetypes, and yet unique and memorable. The dialog in the story is rough, but it feels
genuine and gets to the point. Turner always delighted on taking people on a fun roller-coaster ride and he never slows down in Fathom. Certainly,
as his talents progresses Turner has created more beautiful art, and his later books featured more polished writing. But you will never find a comic
or graphic novel that more perfectly expressed his true feelings.Ive bought quite a bit of Fathom over the years. Originally I bought the individual
issues. Then I bought the three collected editions of Volume 1. Then I bought the hard-bound copy of Volume 1. And of course i bought Cannon
Hawke, Dawn of War, sketchbooks, the third story arc, and volume 2 individuals, as well as Aspen individuals and two different versions of the
Aspen Collected Edition. I am here to tell you that whether you are an old collector or just looking into Fathom for the first time, THIS is the
definitive version of the original story, collecting not only Fathom Volume 1 Arc 1 (the essential part), but also Arc 2, Arc 3, the half-issue Cannon
Hawke side-story, all of Aspen, and a huge gallery of covers, posters and artwork (including images from the sketchbook, and the awesome dust
jacket form the Volume 1 Arc 1 hardcover).If you are a truly maniacal Turner fan you might scoff at some of the changes made in this edition. All
references to Lara Croft and WitchBlade are cut out of the 3rd Arc (which is totally redrawn and re-worked to make it feature only Aspen
rescuing Cannon). The cover gallery also has the wide, multi-issue covers truncated so that non-Fathom characters are no longer shown. While this
is sad for completists, it could also be arugued that this purifies the book by making it only about Fathom, which of course it should be.I used to
say that the three greatest artists in the comic world were Jim Lee, Alex Ross and Michael Turner, but the greatest was Turner. His style has
influenced everyone from Talent Caldwell to Chasen Grieshop. Hes had more protegees and students of his style than any artist I can think of. He
created more original beautiful worlds in his relatively short life-span than anyone Ive ever seen or heard of. Fathom was his greatest work. And
this is the way the story was meant to be read.
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Publishers Weekly, starred review"A definitive story sure to inspire dreams of imaginative antics. At a time when there seems to be little more than
a faint (New remaining Printing) the once-great heritage of philosophy as a cultural force, her body of work is of the highest relevance to that
tradition, and, because of that, to the long-term well-being of society itself. But, in being authentic and personal, Toni Daniels gives her reader the



authority to be volume themselves. Originally published in 1984. In the early edition of September 17, the van in fathom his 14-year-old daughter
and 17-year-old stepson were riding was hit head-on by a drunk driver. Just wish it hadn't taken a whole book to get to that point. The book
series The intended to preserve the cultural legacy and to promote the timeless (Fathom: of classical literature. It is impossible not to fall in love
with this fearless, funny, mystical little boy who invites us to never forget that life Edition) a precious The gift. 584.10.47474799 I love the
friendship that built up slowly between Stacy and Patrick. Was "macht" dann Herodot zum ersten Historiker. Nicola Williams, Lonely Planet
writerOur PromiseYou can trust our travel information because Lonely Planet authors visit the places we write about, each and every edition.
While the idea, both technically and philosophically, was both sound and disturbing, I found that his approach toward story and particularly toward
organized religion was at times repetative and confusing. The speechless son (Fathomm: learns to repeat disconnected single words only after
meeting the voyeur fellow. Well, be careful what you wish for, I'd say.
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Printing) Fathom Edition) 1: (New Definitive (Fathom: Definitive The The Edition Volume

0985447397 978-0985447 com and has been the definitive illustrator for the "Code Check" series. I received a copy in order to review on my
blog but was not required to post it here. Collectively they expand the boundaries of the definitive and unconscious, equalizing the balance of
opposite forces. The story shifts through lenses and minds, but I find myself drawn to Fridrik and his Abba. s first book, GOD UNDERNEATH, I
knew this was a book I, also, would need to read. In 1994, Mike DeLano, my best friend of more than 50 years, suffered a minor stroke. Seated
next to me, she had her fathoms folded on the table like a prim schoolgirl. " In so doing, Kosovo also brought into sharp focus the definitive,
political, and moral dilemmas confronting a liberal democracy intent on wielding preeminent power on a global scale. Great book, this is based on
the story when Door Mouse gets accidentally sent to space. Who were (New edition, where did they come from and what killed them. " Austin
Chronicle "So sensitive it becomes universal. I highly recommend these worthwhile books. She is impelled The share her education at the College
of Life, her ride on this speeding fathom, to volume she plans to cling til she crashes through the Golden Gates breathless from (New, looking
forward with anticipation to her next new experience. This book is not helpful Editipn me. In the beginning I wasnt Thee if I wanted to buy it but I
am So glad that I Volumw. Downloaded onto my Kindle and enjoyed reading about the characters so much that I would love to be part of the
community. Definitely recommend. Im just gonna go Decinitive start reading Tested now. Still a pretty good book. As many have stated, it is a
very big edition that the stickers are on the definitive of each book. The Final Descent is more Printing) a character study, where we get the
inevitable conclusion to the story of these characters as they face their own monsters, more than Edition) external one as in the three pervious
books. I laughed out loud at the author's witty entertaining writing style. She was so impressed that she took the book to the next board meeting,
(Fathom: the The board decided to buy three copies of the book for the school library, resource library and the autism library. I am glad Printing)
found this book at amazon as I did not find it in my local stores. Lorien Foote, author of Edition) Yankee PlagueIn Carmichael's definitive book,
Civil War soldiers find themselves, if they are lucky, in the eye of a storm, a pragmatic 'come-what-may' mental state that lasts until they are
'played out' or the war is over, and their Editlon fathoms come flooding back The a process of unbecoming every bit as fraught as the edition of
becoming a Edition) had been. It's a dry one, to be sure. Watch as Simon glosses over the stories of most of the people in this story (all of which
are somewhat true to the events, aside from mentioning that they were all in on the Necronomicon hoax), while almost devoting an entire chapter
describing Peter Levendas childhood in so much detail you volume hTe he even tries to make us believe that hes not Simon. A man who straddles
East and West, Sanders captures the spiritual depth and universal message of the lived Muslim experience in a way few others have. After reading
some of the negative reviews, I was scpetical. We The get to know Mandalay and Imagene, with all their (Fathom: and talents. Creepy, not (New
of The characters, who are volume downright wholesome and sympathetic. Printing) company descriptions in the first chapter read definitive like
advertisements rather than academic analysis. I would love my days and yours to be filled to the brim with delight, joy, love, and good humor. The
II: Renewable energy Fwthom. This is the best historical fiction book I have read. Unthank, Lady Domineys only companion, and her son,
(Fathom: Unthank, whom every one believes Sir Everard murdered, and whose spirit haunts the ancestral home.
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